[Coping among patients with advanced cancer and medical communication].
Advanced cancer is likely to be perceived as a non-controllable source of stress for the individual. The patient distress at this stage of the illness and the strategies he uses to cope with it need to be explored so as physical symptoms, since they are correlated with quality of life at the end-of-life. But very few recent studies have considered patient coping and quality of life in the palliative stage of cancer. For patient at advanced stage of cancer, quality of life includes the quality of death, including being prepared to death, being informed about prognosis and receiving global care. For relatives, get medical information is a key point since uncertainty is often perceived as frightening. Patient coping strategies interact with those of the physician, who has to cope with different sources of stress. Taking into account these strategies among patients with advanced cancer could facilitate a medical communication respectful of the patient's mental state, under the complex context of palliative care in oncology.